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Kremze, Czechoslovakia  
 
June 8th 
 
Dear Folks, 
 
I’m enclosing some negatives again.  They still aren’t very good, but it must 
be the subject.  There’s not many good scenery shots around here or 
scenes of destruction, because the war sort of by-passed this section.  
Therefore the only pictures to take - are of each other. It’s too bad that 
fellow lost my rolls, cause I had some pretty good shots.  I don’t want any 
prints of these, so do what you want with them.  The fellow standing with 
me beside 
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the peep is a Jewish fellow that had Basic Training with me and went up to 
Connecticut and came to the Yankee Division with me.  He was wounded 
and spent three months in England.  Now, he’s all ready to go home with 
me - when I go.  How do you like that super-deluxe car that I’m sitting in?  It 
was a dream to drive, as long as we had it. 
 
Yesterday we had our first formal retreat since we left the States, and they 
presented some medals to some of the fellows.  And I was one of the color 
guards chosen.  I was sort of 
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apprehensive until the parade started, then I enjoyed it because I had a 
grandstand seat to the whole ceremony.  It sure is nice to see Old Glory 
flying once again. 
 



The movie tonight was pretty good - “Here Come the Waves.” - it was a 
change from the Class Z pictures they’ve been showing us. 
 
I received the two rolls of film and pipe cleaners.  I have enough now - until 
I ask for more. 
 
I don’t remember whether I requested and pipes from you or not.  I’ve been 
thinking about it, anyhow.  Send me a couple - fairly good ones. 
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I’d also like you to send me some pickled herring.  Sammy Levin, one of 
the fellows in Message Center got a jar tonight and it was delicious. 
 
Also send me a couple of pair of cheap sunglasses - but not freaky looking 
things. 
 
The newest rumor out has us all on edge.  If it’s true, we should be on our 
way within a few weeks - to the States I hope.  Our Division Commander 
has just been transferred to SHAEF as G-I.  That’s quite a promotion for 
him.  It might help us out too. 
 
The next few lines are for Ruth. -  Are you 
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crazy, out of your head, or something, that you want to leave that glorious 
land of America to come over to this God forsaken continent.  You probably 
don’t realize how the living conditions are now.  The big cities may have 
been all right before the war, but now they too are ghost cities, just as 
primitive as the little village with no electricity, and the water pump beside a 
manure pile.   
 
Your intentions may be good, but I advise you to forget the idea completely 
and concentrate on something else. 
 
Regards to everyone, 
 
Love 
 



Ben 
 
P.S. Send some stationery like this. 
 
 
My name is _____________ 
 
I am ____________________ 

 
  
 
 


